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•  Chiral symmetry in the vacuum and the medium 

•  Motivations for studying the properties of mesons in Nuclei 
    

•  Photo-production of vector mesons in nuclei 

•  JLAB facility 

•  The g7 experiment 
•  The ρ meson 
•  The φ meson 
•  The ω meson 

•  Summary, conclusions and outlook 

Disclaimer: Mainly photo-production experiments 



Chiral symmetry (χs) in vacuum 
• χs is a very good symmetry of the QCD Lagrangian, in the light quark sector (u, d). However, QCD 
vacuum doesn’t possess the symmetry of the Lagrangian, χs is spontaneously broken in the vacuum 
(origin of 98% of the mass of hadrons). 

• Spectral evidence of χs breaking is seen in non degenerate chiral partners ( π-σ ; ρ-a1;..) 

• Non zero order parameters such as the quark condensate (                                               )                                   
or the pion decay constant (                           ) “measure” how much the symmetry is broken. 

•  The Gell-Mann- Oakes – Renner (GOR) relation relates these two quantities to the mass of the pion 
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Chiral symmetry (χs) in medium 
As temperature (T) and/or density (ρ) increases in the 
medium, both order parameter drop and χs is restored. LQCD 
calculations show that χs restoration and deconfinement 
coincide. 

 

Ratti et al, PRD73(2006)014019 
S. Klimt et al, PLB249(1990)386 
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Vector mesons in Nuclei ( T=0 and ρ≤ρ0) 
The predicted medium modifications at normal nuclear density are large enough to be observed. 
Different experiments have looked at vector mesons produced in nuclei:  

	
 	
 	
 	
 	
(probe) + A àV X àe+e- X; probe = γ,π,p,Α  
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m : invariant mass of meson 
P : 4-momentum of lepton 
p: 3-momentum of meson/medium  

LINE SHAPE from invariant mass spectra 

The Nucleus as a cold nuclear matter laboratory 
Bonn,Mainz,JLab 

GSI,Darmst, 
KEK 

GSI,RHIC,Darmst,CERN 

Properties of Vector Mesons Jp=1- (PDG) 
Meson Mass (MeV/c2) Γ (MeV/c2) Cτ (fm) Main decay Γ e+e-/Γtot (x10-5) Γ µ+µ-/Γtot (x10-5) 

ρ	
 775.49 ± 0.34 149.4±1.0 1.3 π+π-(∼100%)	
 4.7 4.6 

ω	
 782.65  ± 0.12 8.49±0.08 23.2 π+π-π0 (89%)	
 7.2 9.0 

φ	
 1019.45 ± 0.02 4.26±0.04 46.2 K+K-(49%)	
 3.1 3.2 
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Photo-production of Vector mesons in Nuclei 

-Incoming photon as hadron 
-Shadowing: hadronic character of photon 
-Primary production in first reaction 
-In-medium propagation of produced 
particles out of nuclear volume: self-energies, widths, 
-All nuclear resonances, 
-Final State interaction interaction: : absorption 
absorption, side-feeding by CC effects 

Photo-production 

ω/ρ/φ	
 γ*	


e+ 
e- 

VDM 

Possible channels contributing to e+e- final state 

π,p,..,A 

Almost, the “whole volume” is sampled Only the surface is sampled 
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Emax              ~ 6 GeV  
Imax                      ~ 200 µA 
Duty Factor ~ 100% 
 σE/E             ~ 2.5 10-5 

Beam P       ~ 80% 
Eg(tagged)         ~ 0.8- 5.5 GeV 

HALL B: 
>200 Physicists 
~ 15 countries 

Jlab-CEBAF: The 6 GeV CW Electron Accelerator  

A B C 

Injector 

LI
N

A
C LIN

A
C 

Experimental Halls 
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Superconducting Torus Magnet 
6 Superconducting coils for 
deflecting charged particles 

Time-of-Flight Hodoscope 
48 Scintillators/sector 

for measuring a particle’s 
travel time 

Electromagnetic 
Calorimeter 

Lead-Scintillator for 
detecting electrons 

Drift Chambers 
Ar-CO2 

6500 channels/sector 
to measure the path of a  

charged particle  

Gas Cherenkov  
Counter 

e/π separation 

CEBAF Large Acceptance  Spectrometer (CLAS) 

e- : inbending tracks 
e+: outbending tracks 

EC e/π rejection 
factor : ~10-2  

CC e/π rejection 
factor : ~10-1  

EC/CC rejection 
factor : ~10-3 
 
Rejection factor for 
e+e- better than 
10-6   
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CLAS g7a Experiment (medium modification at T = 0): 

Targets: LD2, C, Ti, Fe, (Pb) 

Leptonic decay with almost no final state interaction; Γe+e-/Γtot ~5 × 10-5 

Momentum of ρ between 0.8 and 2 GeV 

Excellent pion-electron discrimination 

e+ 

e- ρ 

γ 

ρ mostly decay 
inside nucleus 

ω, φ mostly 
decay outside 
nucleus 

ω, φ 

e+ 

e- 

Photo-production of vector mesons off nuclei in CLAS 
Experiment E01-112 ( g7)   

Photon beam: 
Eγ ~ 0.6 to 3.8 GeV (tagged γ) 
High flux : 5 107 tagged γ/s 
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The ρ-meson in hadronic reactions 
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e+ 

e- ρ γ	


cτ ≈ 1.3 fm, mostly decay inside nucleus 

exp reaction Momentum 
Acceptance 

ρ	


KEK pA 
12 GeV 

p >0.6 GeV/c (Δm/m)=-9% 
ΔΓ ~0 

CERES Pb+Au 
158 AGeV 

pt >0  GeV/c Broadening 
favored over 
mass shift 

NA60 In+In 
158 AGeV 

pt >0  GeV/c Δm ~ 0 
Strong 

broadening 

µ+µ- 

NA60 

KEK 

PRL 96 (2006) 092301 NPA783, 327 (2007). 



ρ mass spectra at Jlab (g7) γ A →e+ e- (X) 

Nasseripour et al., PRL 99 (2007) 262302 
Wood et al., PRC 78 (2008) 015201 

The mass of the ρ meson consistent with no shift.  
Broadening of the width (ΔΓ~70 MeV) consistent 

with many-body effects 
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F. Riek et al., Phys Let B 677 (2009) 116  

Target Mass (MeV/c2) 
CLAS data 

Width(MeV/c2) 
CLAS data 

12C 768.5 +/- 3.7 176.4 +/- 9.5 
48Ti-56Fe 779.0 +/- 5.7 217.7 +/- 14.5 
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The φ-meson line shape (mass and width) 

cτ ≈ 46 fm 

e+ 

e- 
φ	
γ	


φ mostly decay outside nucleus 

KEK-PS E325:  p+A  φ+X (φ  e+e-) 

R.Muto et al., PRL 98 (2007) 042501 

m*/m = 1 – k1 ρ/ρ0,       
Γ*/Γ  = 1 + k2 ρ/ρ0 	


Best Fit Values 

φ 
k1 3.4+0.6

-0.7% 
k2 2.6+1.8

-1.2 



Normalized to carbon 

Giessen calculations 

Giessen calculations w/ Spring8 absorption 
strengths 

Jlab-g7a SPring8  

φ 

JLab (g7-experiment) 

γ A →e+ e- (X) 

Jlab:   γ A →e+ e- (X)        PRL 105, 112301 (2010) 
 
Spring 8:  γ A →K+ K- (X)   PLB 608, 215 (2005) 
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The φ-meson in-medium width  --- Transparency ratios 

Γφ(~ 70 MeV)  compatible with Spring8 and recent ANKE results 
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The ω-meson line shape measurements 

cτ ≈ 23 fm 

e+ 

e- 
ωγ	


ω mostly decay outside nucleus 

PRL 96 (2006) 092301 

KEK-PS E325:  
p+A  ω+X (ω  e+e-) 
Δm ~ -9.2% and ΔΓ~0  
  

JLab g7:  
γ+A  ω+X (ω  e+e-) 
Δm ~ 0 and ΔΓ~0  
  

CBELSA-TAPS 
 - γ+A-->ω+X (ω --> π0 γ )	

First: Δm ~ -(13-15)% 
Final: Δm ~ 0 (no sensitivity) 

PRC 78 (2008) 015201 
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The ω-meson line shape measurements TAPS-MAMI 



JLab (g7): γ A →e+ e- (X) 
 

Wood et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 105 2010 

ω→e+ e- 

l  Transparency ratios in the di-
lepton decay channel 
indicate a very large in-
medium width for the ω 

   (Γω >200 MeV) 

l  Recent calculations by 
Rodrigues et al, try to 
reconcile the in-medium 
widths found in different 
experiments. 

l  Possible explanation for 
differences in ratios (JLab 
and TAPS): - different 
momentum ranges;- 
destructive ρ-ω interference 
in the e+e- decay channel . 
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The ω-meson in medium width from Transparency ratios 



Possible ρ-ω Interference 

ρ-ω Interference model 

See M. Paolone talk in this session (after coffee break)  
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Data from the 2H target 

Once ρ meson is subtracted, the “negative yield” on 
the high invariant mass side of the ω-peak could be 
indicative of ρ-ω destructive interference 



 

Most “elementary reactions” report mainly an in-medium broadening, no mass shift! 
The direct line shape measurements work with “short lived” mesons such as the ρ-
meson. The shape line measurements for “long lived mesons” such as the ω or the 
the φ meson are inconclusive since they mainly measure the mesons decaying 
outside the medium. NEED TO PRODUCE MESONS ALMOST AT REST IN THE 
MEDIUM 

Transparency ratios ideal to study “long-lived” mesons. The ω and φ mesons have 
in-medium widths that have increased by at least an order of magnitude. 

Photoproduction followed by e+e- decay turns out to be ideal experiment! 
Need data for mesons produced with low momentum 
 

 

Summary, Conclusions and Outlook 

-COSY, JPARC ( meson bound states) 
-PHENIX is analyzing the observed excess in A+A 
-HADES is analyzing A+A data and will soon run π+A 
-ALICE will soon come online 
-PANDA &CBM at FAIR, JLab, JPARC will look into the Charm sector  

Substantial theoretical and experimental efforts  
carried out in this very active field. 
 
 High statistics experiments are planned  
at different facilities:  
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